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ABSTRACT

ATM Skimming is a major concern that needs to be addressed with a specific solution. ATM Skimming is done in two steps. One is stealing the Personal Information that is stored on the Debit card / Credit card using Rain cover connected to the card reader slot (ATM’s real card slot). The second is installing a Fake keypad that can capture the pin code when the card holder enters pin details. Few researchers have proposed solutions to address the issue using Image Processing techniques. However, it does not provide a complete solution in a long term. Hence it is of paramount importance to provide ATM with high security features. In order to solve the issue of ATM Skimming, An Embedded System design is proposed. The research is carried out in two phases. One is detection phase and the second is Prevention Phase. In the detection phase, Hardware components such as Arduino Mega, Force Sensing Resistor (FSR), GPS, GSM and Buzzer are used. Arduino Mega acts as a Central Processor that processes the information received from Force sensing resistor (FSR) and send SMS Messages to ROP and Bank Officials using GSM and informing them about the ATM Location using GPS where the Fraud is taking place. Buzzer can be used at the ATM Locations to alert nearby people. In the prevention Phase, as a preventive measure a One-time password (OTP) technique is used. If a fraudster somehow succeeds in Fixing fake key pad and Rain Cover at ATM’s real card slot, When he tries to insert debit card, An OTP will be generated and is sent to the Card Holder which in turn he can know someone is trying to make Transactions and quickly he can ask bank officials to Block his account and inform ROP about the same. Expected findings of the proposed work is to detect Fake keypads and Fake card readers using FSR placed at the edges of Original Keypad and card reader slot. Sending messages to ROP, BANK OFFICIALS and CARD HOLDER using GSM. ATM locations are identified using GPS. Buzzers are used to alert nearby people.
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1. INTRODUCTION

ATM skimming is a type of fraud which occurs when ATM machines are deployed with skimming devices such as Rain cover and fake keypad. These devices looks like part of ATM machines. When a user slides through ATM card reader, he is swiping his card through rain cover attached to the card reader slot and when the user types his ATM pin, his finger prints are scanned and used later for misuse. According to the United States federal trade commission the rate of identity theft has been increased to 21 percent in 2008 [1]. ATM Frauds have become a major issue that needs to be addressed to ensure Safe Living in the society. Miscreants and Fraudsters are spread across the world to steal Public Money. Recent Years, Several Cases
have come into existence where the fraudsters have stolen huge amount of money from ATM machines through skimming devices. On June 24, 2015 a fraud activity is published in Times of Oman where three Europeans were caught stealing money from ATM machines using forged debit cards [2]. On May 10, 2013 a crime gang from US were involved in ATM frauds had stolen US dollar 45 million from RAK bank and bank Muscat [3]. In the same year, another incident on October 31, 2013 took place where three foreigners were caught in ATM frauds [4, 5]. On April 16, 2017 a news was published “Cybercrime on the rise in Oman” in an article “The National” where a police spokesman has stated Cybercrime frauds have been increased as compared to earlier years mainly in Debit card and credit card frauds [6]. Therefore, it is desperately needed to develop effective and efficient solutions to avoid ATM Skimming. Security in [7, 8] is defined as measures taken to be safe or protected and hence it is equally important [9, 10]. The development of Advanced Security Systems for ATM machines in Oman can reduce the percentage of ATM Frauds and can increase trust with the banks [11, 12]. Integrating advanced security mechanisms to ATM machines could substantially improve Confidentiality, Authenticity, and Non-Repudiation, Data Integrity and decreases Vulnerability [13, 14]. Several solutions to avoid ATM skimming is proposed using Image Processing Techniques. However, such methods are past and unreliable, since there is a possibility of frauds. Solution to such problem is given by using embedded system devices and OTP methods. Below Figure 1 shows ATM skimming frauds and how the skimmer succeeds in installing fake devices. The proposed research work is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the existing solutions to avoid ATM Skimming, Section 3 briefly explains research method, expected outputs and design methods, Section 4 will show case the simulation and implementation, Section 5 discusses conclusions and references.

![Figure 1. Installation of Rain Cover and Fake Keypad][15]

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Several research articles have proposed solutions to mitigate ATM Skimming issues [16]. One approach is using Image processing technique to detect the skimming devices captured through surveillance cameras and does processing. However, this method does not provide adequate solution to security as advanced technologies could be used to manipulate cameras [17-20]. Additionally, In real time implementations, sophisticated and advanced surveillance cameras needs to be installed to capture clear details of skimming devices which could be cost effective. In another paper, Monitoring and controlling of ATM machines is proposed using ARM 11 processor and Raspberry pi [21]. However, this method is more confined to Authentication and does not guarantee data integrity and confidentiality [22, 23]. In another article, Anomaly detection on ATM’s is proposed using Image processing technique called “Complex Quad-Tree Wavelet Packet transform”. In this work, Occurring Vibrations are captured using piezoelectric sensors. The signals captured is applied to the Complex quad tree wavelet packet transform technique where motifs are detected from where the patterns are extracted for detecting anomalies. However, the approach is more related with ATM machines and does not guarantee Data Integrity and Confidentiality. Additionally, the approach is not transparent to the account holders where they were unaware of the ATM’s attacks [24][25]. The research identifies the level of ATM frauds across the world and proposes a solution to reduce it to the barest minimum. The proposed research is mainly focused on detecting ATM skimming at the initial stages and preventing the frauds to happen at its best. In [26], the research is mainly focussed on providing security to ATM keypads as skimmers can uncover the sequence easily. The authors have showed one of the techniques to attack ATM keypads called acoustic transfer function (ATF). The data is collected using spectrum based technique. The work proposed is to showcase the recognition possibilities of ATM key pads.
However, the method does not provide any solutions to such problems. In another paper [27, 28], biometric based user recognition is proposed. Basically the work is based on finger print mechanism. The paper does not ensure any security mechanism. The proposed research aims to achieve an efficient way to secure ATM machines from unauthorized transactions to happen. The proposed research is sustainable since the hardware used is cheap, easy to install and transparent to the customers.

3. **RESEARCH METHOD**

ATM’s are the access points for the bank customers to perform transactions from anywhere in the world. The deployment of more ATM terminals could improve the performance of the bank. However, less security could adversely effect the Banks. Adding more security layers to ATM terminals can positively drag the customers to open accounts with a bank that provides High security. The proposed research can contribute immensely to promote marketing banking services in and outside Oman. This research work will improve the ATM service quality towards the Customer Satisfaction in Oman Banking sector. Banks that provide high security features for their ATM machines will attract customers and increases trust towards them. Highly secure banking transactions could directly influence on Customer satisfaction level. The proposed research could subvert the tricks of ATM skimmers. The proposed research will give awareness to young Omani nationals and expatriates on the usage of ATM cards. Development of Intelligent Security System for ATM machines could become an important source of Economy for Financial Institutions like Banks.

The Expected output of the research activity are as follows:

a) Detecting Fake Keypad and Card Readers using Fixed FSR Sensors and sending SMS and ATM locations to the Concerned Bank Officials and nearby Royal Oman Police (ROP) Using GSM and GPS. Buzzer Alarm to alert nearby people.

b) Generating One Time Passwords (OTP) when accessing Victim Card Holders account. This will send an SMS Message to Card Holders Registered Mobile Number.

c) Automatically Locking card holder account for 1 Minute if the person fails to enter OTP in 30 Seconds. “This will alert the Card Holder about misuse of his account and can Inform Bank Officials and ROP”.

The Proposed Research is intended to develop a Prototype that demonstrates the Design as follows:

a) A sample of three card holder details A, B, C are set up by the bank. There accounts will be initialized by the bank. In our design we use Bank, ATM machine and a Router for communication between them. The bank is a data base created using server programming languages where the details of three sample card holders will be stored. The hardware setup is fixed in ATM machine. Router is the communication medium between ATM machine and Bank.

b) Force Sensitive Resistors (FSR) are fixed at each corner of ATM Keypad and Card reader slot. When the fraudster tries to fix Fake keypad/card reader, FSR could be able to detect and send signals to Arduino.

c) GSM module interfaced to “Arduino” sends SMS Messages to predefined Contacts like Card Holder, nearby ROP and Bank Officials to take necessary steps.

d) GPS Module to detect ATM locations

e) Buzzer is interfaced to alarm in case of detecting Theft.

f) When the fraudster tries to access using Fake card reader, An OTP is generated and sent to Card Holder.

g) The user has to enter OTP pin in 30seconds otherwise the Card holder Account is automatically locked for 1 minute. This is repeated till 3 attempts and then the card holder account is locked for the complete day.

4. **RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

This section briefs on simulation results and hardware implementation. The proposed work is based on providing security for ATM users by sending OTP messages, location details and alerting account holder and bank. Force sensitive sensors are placed beneath the ATM keypads. The prototype developed shows different cases when a skimmer tries to steal owners account details. The results obtained has shown different outputs. One is if the skimmer tries to install fake keypads, the FSR will identify its pressure and communicates to owner using GSM and GPS. In the second scenario, even if skimmer was succeeded in installing fake keypads and rain cover, the skimmer when tries to access owners account an OTP is sent to the account holder through which he can know someone is trying to access his account and inform the bank officials immediately. The third scenario is the user has to enter OTP pin in 30seconds otherwise the Card holder Account is automatically locked for 1 minute. This is repeated till 3 attempts and then the card holder account is locked for the complete day. These three different scenarios are integrated and simulatd in our
Design and development for detection and prevention of ATM skimming as compared to the existing techniques where the researchers have used image processing techniques to capture the images of additional devices attached to the ATM machine. However, image processing techniques might not be an accurate solution as the software has to know the exact pattern and sizes of skimming devices which in other case the cameras could not capture correctly.

4.1. Simulation Results

The project work is simulated in PROTEUS ISIS 8. The figure shows simulation results for different cases as listed below.

1) Figure 2 shows welcome message
2) Figure 3 shows the message to swipe debit card
3) Figure 4 shows the person swiped the debit card and password entered
4) Figure 5 shows that the password is correct
5) Figure 6 GSM, GPS and IR sensor is interfaced. GPS gives location details, GSM sends messages to registered mobile number incase of misuse and IR sensors to detect when skimmer tries to insert rain cover / fake keypad. IR sensor is used only in simulation whereas Force sensitive resistor (FSR) is used in real implementation.
6) Figure 7 Virtual terminal displays location, messages.
4.2. Hardware Implementation

The project work is implemented using basic bread boards and other components. The components/devices that are used for the design are listed:

a) Arduino Mega
b) Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR)
c) GPS
d) GSM
e) Keypad
f) LCD

The programming is done using C. The below figure shows different cases of the project

1) Figure 8 shows welcome message
2) Figure 9 shows enter password message
3) Figure 10 shows blocked message when password entered is incorrect
4) Figure 11 shows account blocked status
5) Figure 12 shows location and OTP is sent to owners mobile when correct password is entered

Figure 13 shows the final prototype called SMART BANK system.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this work, a prototype is designed for detecting and preventing ATM skimming. The proposed system will avoid skimmers from misusing card holders account. The system uses ARDUINO MEGA as a processor which controls all other devices and processes the input data and generates output. The device works in a more sophisticated way to resolve the issue of ATM skimming in real time which has proven to be the major concern across the world. The system uses Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR) placed beneath the keypad which converts pressure into electrical quantities that will be processed by ARDUINO MEGA and sends SMS and location information using GSM and GPS to card holders and bank officials. The proposed system can be used as a commercial tool for ATM monitoring, detecting and preventing from skimming.
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